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Links to developments within the Journal of Physics, of some issues raised by the Ondwelle website

● Traill, R.R. (2011a  December).  Coherent Infra-Red as logically necessary to explain Piagetian psychology and neuro-microanatomy — Two independent corroborations for Gurwitsch’s findings, and the importance of coherent theory.
Journal of Physics: Conference Series, 329, 012018.
[Prague conference: “Electrodynamic Activity of Living Cells”; (1-3 July 2011)].
[doi:10.1088/1742-6596/329/1/012018]   http://iopscience.iop.org/1742-6596/329/1/012018  
		Description (less formal than the official abstract):
This paper goes beyond the traditional explanations for the nervous system — applying info-tech and physics etc. to explain otherwise inexplicable features of our advanced-mental abilities.
Part A details the nature of the problem and why this unorthodox approach is necessary.
Part B reviews the “heretical” conclusions that 
(i) At least some vital memory coding must use RNA-like “text-strings”;  
(ii) Such coding would require an additional signal-capacity transmitting short-range infra-red photons;  (iii) In fact myelinated nerves could probably double as coaxial-cables for such infra-red signals;  and (iv) optical-interference effects (due to the infra-red) could simultaneously act as templates controlling growth — at least for myelin-thickness — and that would explain several other known anomalies. 
Part C recalls the many studies since Gurwitsch (1923) in which unexplained “ultra-weak” emissions of infra-red (and UV) photons have been detected from all sorts of living tissue.
These observations appear to tally with the independent theoretical predictions of (ii) above.
It is argued that such mutual corroboration between theory and observation is particularly important within Knowledge Theory, even if the links have not yet been fully established.
The Appendix-table lists several key issues which should now be tested experimentally.
The logical precursor for this paper can be found on the Ondwelle website:
Traill, R.R. (2010a October) “Meaningful UV and IR photon-exchange within bio-tissue? — Interdisciplinary evidence, and a new way to view asbestos toxicity”  http://www.ondwelle.com/UV1_evidence.pdf" http://www.ondwelle.com/UV1_evidence.pdf 

● Traill, R.R. (2011b December).  Asbestos as ‘toxic short-circuit’ optic-fibre for UV within the cell-net: — Likely roles and hazards for secret UV and IR metabolism.  Journal of Physics: Conference Series, 329, 012017.
[Prague conference: “Electrodynamic Activity of Living Cells”; (1-3 July 2011)].
[doi:10.1088/1742-6596/329/1/012017]   http://iopscience.iop.org/1742-6596/329/1/012017
		Description (less formal than the official abstract):
Why exactly are asbestos fibres toxic?  The effect is apparently not chemical, but “physical” — and that could mean •mechanical (as in some observed “tangling” with chromosomes for fibres <100nm wide) or else •optical in some way.  Calculations suggest that fibres of the most dangerous widths (around  ¼ μm) could occasionally transmit ultra-violet (UV) signals.  Moreover UV photons are known to be produced by all sorts of living tissue (probably produced by long mitochondria acting as lasers) apparently serving some vital-but-unknown role, though mitosis is probably involved.  Thus insertion of unnatural optic paths could be expected to upset that role, and sometimes lead to mitotic irregularities including cancer-formation.   White asbestos is likely to have a slightly different pattern of effects, which may account for some of the public confusion about its toxicity.
The table in §8 lists several key issues which should now be tested experimentally.
The logical precursor for this paper can be found on the Ondwelle website:
Traill, R.R. (2010b November) The theoretical case that some asbestos fibres could trigger cancer optically, while others act mechanically  http://www.ondwelle.com/UV2_trigger.pdf" http://www.ondwelle.com/UV2_trigger.pdf 
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